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Lecture 5 
OverviewTopics:

 An Optically dispersive material has a refractive index that is a function of optical frequency, so 

written as n(w) or n(f)  or n(l) represented by the Sellmeier Equation (see Chapter 5, p.157)

• EM wave in dispersive media uses the definition of wave group velocity vg = dw/dk and
group index ng .

• Group velocity mathematical expression using speed of light in vacuum and group index, so vg=c/ng

• Group index expressed via central frequency refractive index n, angular frequency w, and dn/dw so 
ng=n+w (dn/dw).  

• Group velocity vg expressed via phase velocity v at central wavelength, central wavelength l and 
dv/dl.

• Single Mode Fiber (SMF) Refractive Index n(w) and Group Index ng plot

• Equation for Material Dispersion Parameter DM

• Single Mode Fiber (SMF) Glass Material Dispersion Parameter creates a  limited Digital Data 
Bandwidth  - The pulse spreading DT due to dispersion can be calculated
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It is clear that these EM-wave-related material  constants depend on the EM-wave 
frequency, in other words, the material constants are dispersive in temporal frequency 
domain. 

Specifically, the refractive index n of the material is EM-wave-frequency dependent and 

generally exhibits resonance frequencies when the material is highly absorptive of the 
incident photons 

while being highly transparent (non-absorptive) for other frequencies. 

For example, glass is transparent for visible-band optical frequencies while having 
resonances (absorptions) in the infrared and UV bands.

Group Velocity and Dispersion
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Group Velocity and Dispersion

Recall that when only the Ey component exists for the TEM wave traveling with velocity, v, 
in the z-direction of a linear-isotropic medium, the optical field obeys the wave equation 
given by:

This equation is considered a nondispersive wave equation as the wave function Ey (z,t) 
does not change its form (e.g., shape) as it propagates along the z-direction, so all 
temporal frequencies f of the wave function travel at the same velocity v.

In reality, most linear media have refractive indices that are different for different EM-
wave frequencies or n( f ), hence called dispersive linear media. 

In this case, we must use a dispersive-wave equation with the velocity of the wave called 
the group velocity vg, 

in essence representing the travel velocity of the entire group of frequencies of spectrum, 
𝛿 f, centered around a given central frequency, fc.

nondispersive wave equation
Assumes same v for all EM wave Frequencies 
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Group Velocity Definition

The group velocity vg can also be related to the phase velocity v and optical wavelength 
λ in the media by the expression:

where we make use of the relations λ = 2π/k, v = λ f, ω = 2 π f, and v = ω /k.  For λ in the 
media in the equation, pick the central wavelength of the dl band.

Note that for a nondispersive medium, dv/d λ = 0 and hence, vg = v, so the wave-group 
velocity is equal to wave-phase velocities with v = c/n, where n is the optical-frequency 
independent refractive index. 
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Relation between Group Velocity vg and Group Index ng

Furthermore, we can consider a group refractive index ng of the linear-dispersive media 
to be related to the group velocity vg by

where ng can be evaluated at the central frequency, fc, of the group of frequencies with 
spectrum ∆f. 

Using the definition of group velocity, we can show the relationship between refractive 
index and optical frequency as

For a nondispersive medium, the refractive index does not change with optical frequency 
and hence dn/dw = 0, and so all frequencies have a given fixed-refractive index, n.

Here n(w) is given by the Sellmeier Eqn and the first term n in the ng equation is the n(w)
value (from the data plot) at the center frequency wc of operation of the dw band of 
frequencies deployed. So an ng plot can be computed.
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Group Velocity
Challenges to Engineers

Recall that all the individual frequencies f that make up the optical data packet will have
their distinct phase velocities v (matched to its frequency) that are not equal to the group
velocity of the packet.

Dispersive media for a given range of optical frequencies can be considered an engineer’s
nightmare by causing optical-signal degradation in an optical-fiber communications channel

OR

an engineer’s delight, such as by providing frequency coded time-delay signal processing for
an RF radar.

Knowledge of optical signal-packet group-velocity calculations allows designers to compute
accurate valuations for signal degradation or enhancement after traveling through the given
linear dispersive media.
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Optically Dispersive Materials
Refractive index as a function of optical frequency

In general, n is dependent on the light wavelength l (or frequency f or w), and is written as 
n(λ)  or n(w) or n(f). 

The material is considered a dispersive material with an empirically computed n(λ) given 
by the Sellmeier equation found in optical constants data books. Optical systems must be 
designed within given wavelength (frequency) limits to engage or minimize material 
dispersive behavior. 

As an example, air is considered a highly non-dispersive media for light wavelengths 
with n = 1 for all wavelengths/frequencies.

Examples of the Sellmeier equation shown below:
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Plot of the Sellmeier equation for Glass used in Fiber-Optics

DM is a material 
dispersion parameter
for the Material defined

By the Eqn:

lZD:  l for Zero Dispersion
(Via Plot, near 1.3 microns)

n(l) drawn in this plot
is given by the
Experimentally measured
Sellmeier Eqn

DM for glass in fiber-optics
Is experimentally 
approximated By the Eqn:

IMPT Conditions seen from
Plot are :
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Digital Data Transmission Bandwidth Limitation

Freespace AIR Channel
(Optical Wireless)

Data Pulse/Bit

T

Data Pulse/Bit

TLIGHT IN

Data Pulse/Bit

T

Stretched Data Pulse/Bit

T

LIGHT OUT
(No pulse stretching)

LIGHT IN

Glass Fiber Channel
(Single Mode Fiber)

SMF: Means only 1 Ray
of light travels in fiber
along fiber axis

LIGHT OUT
(DT pulse stretching)

DT

For Error Free Data transmission, DT< T   or  (1/T) DT <  1 or  BT DT < 1

Defn: Digital Data Bandwidth=Bit Rate=BT=1/T (Hz) or
Units of Bits/sec (Bps). E.g., Telecom fiber gives 10 Gbps.
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SMF Material Dispersion limited Digital Data Bandwidth

Single Mode Fiber (SMF) material dispersion is DM with standard units ps/km-nm. 

Glass material of SMF, that is  ng and n varies as a function of l. 

For SMF of length L, time delay of the light signal travelling in the SMF is T=L/vg. 

For a light data pulse with wavelength spread dl in nm units (spectral width dw)

traveling a SMF of length L km units and material dispersion DM units of ps/km-nm, 
the data pulse experiences a time spread DT in ps units of: 

(pulse time stretching) DT=L DM dl

that for a digital data bit stream with pulse period T (or data rate BT= 1/T) requires 

Recall that DT< T for error free data transmission or 

(1/T) DT< 1 or BT DT < 1 

where BT is the bit rate (Data Bandwidth). One can rewrite for error free transmission:
BT L DM dl < 1
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